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The proposed constitutional amendment was defeated by a margin of 104 to 68 (with l 28 abstentions). 200 faculty m:mbers.parti:ipate: in t:e balloting (52%). 

j . 
The next meeting of the Faculty Senate wfll be held on Tuesday. April 26 

. in Newton 204. The agenda for this meeting is included on pages 290-292 • 

* * * * * 
Notice has been received that the Assembly Higher Education Committee 1s holding 

legislative hearings on the 11 Wessel1 COITITI1ssion" report. Persons wishing to present 
testimony at the hearing 1n ~lbany on Tuesday, April 26th, are urged to read the 
formal notification posted on the bulletin board outside of the Senate office. 

* * * * * 
Attention is brought to the enclosed letter from Messrs. Innis and McNally regarding 

the new format for the Course-Instructor Evaluations, to be put into effect in the Fall 
semester. Copies of the instrument have been distributed to all Faculty. · 

* * * * 

l This issue of Faculty Senate consists of pages 288 -314. 
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The revised M.S. in Education program has passed the GAAC and will be considered by 
the Senate on April 26 (first reading). An outline of the program is printed on 
pp. 303-8 of the Faculty Senate. Senators are strongly urged, however, to examine the 
entire program proposal prior to the Senate meeting. Copies can be found in the Faculty 
Senate Office, in the Graduate Office, and 1n office of the Dean for Educational 
Studies. 

* * * * * 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 

APRIL 19, 1977 
MEETING #28 

Chainnan Hatheway called the meeting to order at 1 p.m. Members present were: C. Bailey, 
W. Brennan, T. Calahan, W. Derby, K. Duffy, D. Innis, R. MacVittie, A. Reid, D. Strang, 
D. Trasher, D. Watt. The minutes of meeting # 27 were amended under the UAAC report 
substituting Policy Subcommittee for Academic Standards Subcommittee. The minutes were 
approved as amended. 

PRESIDENT'S REPORT 

Last week President MacVittie attended a meeting which was concerned with the study 
of various student government organizations throughout SUNY and the future of such 
organizations. There will be hearings held by Assemblyman Miller's Committee on Higher 
Education on the Wessell Commission report. These hearings will be held in NYC and Albany. 

President MacVittie reported on the utilization and future plans for the Doty Buildi~ 
At the present, we are budgeted only for utilities at a minimal level. Plans call for 
Security to be moved to the Doty Building. The basement 1~ utilized for storage and the 
upholstery shop. The second floor is being rented to a number of groups, including CETA, 
Assemblyman Emery, Geneseo Community Players, etc. The third floor is not being utilized 
and is showing some deterioration. 

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 

Chainnan Hatheway reported on the election results which are printed elsewhere in thil 
bulletin. Of the eligible faculty, 52% voted. 

A policy statement has been received from President MacVittie pertaining to inter· 
collegiate athletics. This statement is available in the Faculty Senate Office. 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 

UAAC - The last meeting of the year will be held today. Items on the agenda include the 
revision of the 7-12 CBTE program, a report from the Policy Subcommittee, revision of the 
Physics program, and several courses to be considered. The revised core proposal passed 
7-6 at the last UAAC meeting. 

GAAC - The last meeting of the year will be held today. On the agenda are revisions of 
Master's degree programs in biology and education, and the proposed summer workshops. 

STUDENT AFFAIRS - The final meeting will be today and we will discuss issues to suggest 
for next year. .· · .: .... _ .. 

FACULTY AFFAIRS - The last meeting of the year will be today. The topic under considera· 
ti,on will be sabbatical leaves and the establishment of a peer review system. 
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BUDGET - The committee will meet today to consider the charge to the committee as out
~in the constitution. 

UNIVERSITY SENATOR - The Spring meeting will be held April 29-30 at Plattsburgh. 

OLD BUSINESS - Dr. Colahan discussed the responses to his memo on "Suggested Procedures 
for Review of Undergraduate Programs". The discussion centered around the selection of 
faculty and student members of the committee, the selection of an outside evaluator, and 
the sequence of programs to be evaluated. 

Vice-chairman Brennan reported on the progress of the Retirement Reception. The 
suggestion was made to 1 nvi te members of the Co 11 ege Counci 1. 

· Professor Innis, reported on his and Chairman Hatheway's meeting with Vice-President 
Colahan on the new Language Skills courses. These courses will be placed under a 
separate heading. The hiring of staff, etc is being handled through the VPAA office . Once 
the staff is on campus, the courses will be submitted through regular channels during the 
SUIIIller and early fall . . 

HEW BUSINESS- There .is a Council of Presidents meeting tomorrow. One session of the 
Council meeting will be devoted to discussion of the criteria for selection of a new 
Chancellor, and review of the candidates for the position. The Trustees are looking 
towards an early completion date in the search for a new Chancellor. . ' . 

CALL TO ORDER 

ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

Arch Reid 

Secretary 

FACULTY SENATE 
AGENDA 

APRIL 26, 1977 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF THE 4.12.77 MEETING, pp. 276-278.~ 
PRESIDENT MACVITTIE v ' 

·' 
CHAIRMAN'S REPORT v 

UAAC - MR. WATI 

NEW COURSE - 2nd Reading, pp. 260-61 f· ~5"0 
Int 2-- Career Planning 3(3-0) 

PROGRAM REVISIONS - 1st Reading, 

Undergraduate Programs in Physics, p. 302 • 

CBTE Secondary Education, p. 297 . 
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POLICY REVISION 

REVISION OF ACADEMIC STANDARDS REVIEW POLICY: 

1. First-semester freshmen shall be reviewed for academic performance 
at the end of their first semester and shall be infonmed as to their achieve
ment of the required grade·point average stipulated on pages 51, 53 of the 
Bulletin of Undergraduate Studies 1976-1978. 

First•semester freshmen, however, whose grade-point average results 
in a suspension status shall be given a one-semester waiver of the academic 
standards policies which could result in their separation from the institution. 
Students whose GPA results in a dismissal status shall not be eligible for 
the waiver. 

2. At the end of this second semester at the institution, students 
shall be required to achieve the stipulated grade-point average for that 
semester. Failure to achieve the stipulated grade-point average ·shall 
result in either their suspension or dismissal from the institution, whichever 
is appropriate. 

3. The postponement of the implementatation of the academic suspension 
policies shall be for an experimental period of three academic years, effec· 
tive with the entering freshmen class in Fall 1977 (1 September 1977 - 30 
May 1980). 

4. In Spring Term, 1980, this experimental arrangement will be reviewed 
by a committee of the Faculty Senate. 

.4- -,- ~.._A --1 ~- ,__( 
CORE REVISION REQUIREMENTS, pp. 281-282. '"'f"'J - v : ~ ~.- (r. 

1 

GAAC - MR. BAILEY 

NEW AND REVISED COURSE, 2nd Reading, p. 287 

'\Eng 490 Proseminar: Symbolism in Modern Poetry 

PROGRAM REVISIONS, 1st Reading 
\ 

M.S. in Education, pp. 303-308 • 

.. ~M.A. in Biology, pp. 309-311. 

STUDENT AFFAIRS - MRS. DUFFY 

FACULTY AFFAIRS - MR. INNIS 

RESOLUTION on Sabbatical and Professional Leaves 

3(3·0) 

There shall be a Professional Leave Review Committee made up of one 
elected representative from each of the following divisions of the 
College- Non-Teaching Professionals, Administrators, Library,}Library 
School, Health and Physical Education, Ed~cation, ~ine Arts , Natural 
Sciences, Social Sciences, and Humanities. This Committee will determine 
the details of developing appropriate forms as required in the following 
procedures. 
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The applicant shall 

1. Submit an applfcatfon form to a departmental review committee 
which will COfl'lnent on the proposal. in writing. The proposal and 
comments will be forwarded to 

2. The Professional Leave Review Committee which wfll review the 
propos a 1 and conments and make their own written ccmnents. A 11 
this material will be forwarded to 

3. The Vfce President for Academic Affairs for hfs action. 

At the completion of a Sabbatical or Admfnfstrattve leave a Final 
Report shall be written which shall 

4. Be submitted to the departmental review committee for written 
c00111ent. The Final Report and comnents will be forwarded to 

5. The Professional leave Revfew Committee for its written comments. 
All this material w111 be forwarded to 

6. The Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
: t . -

7. When future Sabbaticals are applied for all this material shall be 
considered. 

The Faculty Chairman wfll see that this policy is carried out. There should 
be unifonm procedures which do not conkradict either established local 
policies or UUP sabbatical policies. 

RESOLUTION on Revised CIE Fo~ .· 

In the absence of quantitative documentation showing that the CIE/and 
or THE CAFETERIA are valid methods of measuring teaching effectiveness. 
The Faculty Affa1~Comm1ttee believes that no claim should be made that 
either evaluation orm measures teaching effectiveness. ·-·----- ........_ ____ .. ~ . 

WE, THEREFORE, recomm~~ that the Faculty Senate adopt this resolution. 

BUDGET - MR. STRANG '\'/ ~ :a t r--~:;( 
UNIVERSITY SENATOR - MR. DERBY ~~--·-- .-

OlD BUSINESS 

NEW BUSINESS 

ADJOURNMENT 

. .. ... 

,. I o 
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.. STATE UNIVERSITY COU-EGE 01" ARTS AND SCIENCE, GENESEO, N.Y. 14454 

Hr. Richard B. Hatheway 
Chairperson 
Faculty Senate 

Dear Mr. Hatheway: 

\ . ,... ,• . : .. 
. . .. 

Apr II 14, 1977 

The Course-Instructor Evaluation Committee and the Faculty Affairs Committee have 
given attention to various concerns· about the present Form For Student Evaluat ion of 
Faculty Instruction. The C-IE Committee has solicited written comments from faculty, 
while the Faculty Affairs Committee has devoted some of its meetings to course evalua· 
tlon and conducted a survey of faculty opinions regarding the subject. · 

As a consequence of these rev fews ," a new system wi1 1 be adopted for the Fa 11 1977 
administration. The C-IE Committee will oversee the use of an evaluation system deve l o~ 
and refined over a period of years by the staff of Purdue University's Measurement and 
Research Center . The CAFETERIA SYSTEM, as it is called, Is completely .adaptable to a 
very wide range of teaching styles and course formats. To achieve this flexibility the 
new system does not use any single fixed form--instead, each instructor selects up to 
40 items, from a catalog of 200, to be combined with an additional 5 very general c~n 
College "core11 items to produce a custom-made form tailored to his/her own individual 
instructional style and course material. In addition to the core and instructor-speclfi 
items, the evaluation form provides space for the student respondents to describe them· 
selves In terms of class year, major, sex, expected grade, and whether taking the course 
as a requirement or elective. Topics included In the catalog are: 

Clarity and Effectiveness of Presentations 
Student Interest/Involvement in Learning 
Broadening Student Outlook 
Teaching Learning of Relationships and Concepts 
Inst ructor Provides Help as Needed 
Providing Feedback to Students 
Adapting to IndividUal Differences 
Respect and Rapport 
Course Goals and Objectives 

. . 
Usefulness/ReZevance of Content 
Discussion 
Exams and Grades 
Assignments . 
Uedia: Fi'Lms, TV, etc. 
Team Teaching · 
General. Method 
Laboratory 
General. Student Perceptions 

Faculty who do not wish to select Items will receive a standard form with items 
generally similar to the ones current~y used. The mechanics of the operation of 
CAFETERIA at Geneseo will be announced to each faculty member In the Fall. The actual 
200-item catalog, from which faculty will be making their selections starting this Fail, 
Is being distributed to each faculty member along with the announcement of the Spring 
1977 evaluation timetable. 

.... . . 
:.. t · -

Sincerely, 
,• .f)O? ~J.J... .~ 

r-. ..,. , 

Donald Q. Innis, Chairperson 
Fa~lty Affairs CommitteSd!a 

Jame l. McNally,~dlnator 
Course-Instructor Evaluation Committee 
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I. Chairman Watt called the meeting to order at 4:11 p.m. Members present were· 
J. Schumaker, G. Goedel, G. Moore, T. Nickson, K. Skuldt, s. Thompson, M. Belgard,· 
S. Cherry, R. Lougeay, P. Boger, R. DeFord, E. Stelzig. Visitors were: J. Reber, J. Hoey, 
J. Herlihy, A. Shelly, S. Sanders, G. Mattera, N. LaGattuta. 

II. The agenda was amended to in.cl ude Spa 388 Exp/Contemporary Latin American Theatre 
and to delete His 188 Latin American History Through Literature and His 188 Latin ' 
~erican History Through Film •. As such the.agenda was adopted • . 

III. The minutes of the meeting of April 12 were approved. 

IV. Chai nnan• s Report 

Chairman Watt reported that he has rewritten the Minimal Writing Skills descrip
tfon under the Entrance Examination section of the Proposed New Core as UAAC stipulated. 
This has been included with the rest of the revisions of the Core Proposal, all of which a 
are printed on pp. 281-282 of the Faculty Senate. Separate copies of the Proposed Core 
are available from Chainnan Watt. · 

V. Conmittee Reports ' · 

A. · Curri cul urn . 

1. CSc 161 Social Science Programming ·! and CSc 262 Social Science Progr~mming 
II - Ms. Schumaker moved approval of both title changes and noted that they wouldn t be 
affective until Spring 1978. The new titles will be esc 161 Programming and Statistical 
Software, and esc 262 Advanced Statistica1 Software. The motjon carried. 

2. CSc 251 Adva~c~d Bus i ~ess .Programmi~g - .Ms • . Schumaker a's ked Mr. Sanders 
ro give a statement indicating the need for this course, and Mr. Sanders said that the 
course was already on the books under esc 252 Systems Analysis. He said that the title 
change reflected more clearly the course content, but that the department wanted CSc 252 
to remain 1n the catalogue, as that course may still be taught. A discussion ensued 
concerning the confusion that would arise for those students who have already taken CSc 252. 
Hr. Sanders said that they would not be allowed to register for esc 251. Ms. Schumaker 
pointed out that they would also be unable to register for esc 252~ since it already would 
appear on their transcripts. She then moved to accept esc 251 with the understanding that 
1n the Fall, the Computer Science Department will submit a proposal indicating a change in 
the course number and description of esc 252. This motion was accepted. 

3. Int 379 Literacy Volunteers Reading Workshop ~ Ms. Mattera began by 
giving a history of the program. She stated that a student would not receive credit for 
the course unless he did in fact teach an illiterate adult how to read. Ms. Schumaker 
noted that, after intensive screening, the course has been given approval by the State 
Education Department, and that it is now in UAAC so that it might receive faculty approval. 
She added that there is a prerequisite that to be eligible, a student must be an upper 
divtsion or graduate student. The credit hour distribution should be 3(1-4). Mr. Goedel 
asked about the grading policy, and Ms. Mattera said that S/U would be more appropriate 
than letter grades. Ms. DeFord wondered if it should have an Edu prefix, but Ms. Mattera 
said it could not, since it didn't fit into the CBTE program. Mr. Lougeay asked if there 
was a screening process to make sure the volunteer could read at a specified level, and 
when Ms. Mattera replied that there was not, Ms . DeFord recommended that "penniss1on of 
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instructor .. be included in the prerequisite. Ms. Schumaker then moved approval of the 
course, with the stipulation that the grading would be on the S/U basis, that the course 
would be open only to upper dfvisfon students, an~ that the prerequisite read 11 pennfssfon 
of the instructor ... The motion carried. 

4. Int 3-- British Drama 1590-1660: Relation of Text and Performance -
Ms. Schumaker noted that this course could be taken in place of Eng 320. She noted that 
the Subcommittee questioned the credit hour distribution, and were concerned that a 6 hour 
requirement would be reduced to 4. Mr. Watt explained that 36 hours would still be 
required in the major, and to complete ft, a student would be required to take an add1t1oll 
elective. Ms. Schumaker made the motion that the course be broken fnto Lecture/Lab 
components, wfth the credit hour distribution being 3(3-0) for the lecture and 1(0-2) fer 
the lab and that the lecture could be taken separately, but the lab could only be taken 
concurrently with the lecture. The motion carried. 

5. Eng 250 Literature and Sports - Ms. Schumaker began by noting that this 
course was already on the Master Schedule. Mr. Cherry asked why recent best sellers 
weren' t on the reading list, and Mr. Hoey safd that most selections were from 2 anthol~i 
in an effort to keep the cost of the course down.· He stated that the intent of the ~u~e 
is to show how it feels to participate in sports, how they fft fnto a given culture, and . 
how they have evolved from ancient times. Mr. Goedel felt that competition is not a 
11 natural human fnstinct11 as stated under Purpose and Objectives, but Mr. Hoey safd that 
this was reflected in all of the readings. At the recommendation of various committee 
members, the course description was amended to read as follows: "The course is a study 
of the ancient principle of sound mind in sound body. Readings will be selected to 
illustrate the nature of different sports and the effect upon partic4pants and specta~~ 
in different times and cultures... The motion to accept the course with the amended 
description carried. · 

6. Ast 100 Introductory Astronomy, Ast 105 Topical Astronomy, Ast 111 General 
Astronomy I, Ast 112 Astronomy II - Ms. Schumaker asked ff there will be any problew 
for students who take Ast 105 (non-lab) and then go into Ast 112, and Mr. Reber stat~ 
that the labs in Astronomy 112 do not presuppose that the student has had any previous 
labs. The sequence can be either 100 - 112 or 105 - 112. Ms. Schumaker moved for the 
approval of the changes in 100, 105 and 112, and the deletion of 111. The motion carrf~. 

7. Spa 388 Exp/Contemporary Latin American Theatre - Since there were oo 
members of the Foreign Language Department present at the meeting, the committee request~ 
a statement be solicited which would give the rationale for offering this course. The 
course fs already on the Master Schedule. and the motion to accept 1t was approved. 

8. Revision of Undergraduate Program 1n Physics 

An undergraduate physics committee. comprised of three staff members and one 
senior physics major. has been evaluating the existing undergraduate physics and 3-2 
physics-engineering programs. Following the reconmendatfons of this conmittee the PhysiCS· 
Department voted unanimously to propose the following revisions in its undergraduate 
programs. 

1. · The following new course be added: 

Phy 224 Analytical Physics IV 3(3-0). 



2. The following courses be changed: 

A. Change in prerequisites only · 

Phy 311 
Phy 321 
Phy 331 
Phy 344 

Advanced Mechanics I 3(3-0) 
Atomic and Nuclear Physics 3(3-0) 
Intermediate Electricity and Magnetism 
Statistical Physics 3(3-0) 

' 
B. Change in catalog descr1ption ·and prerequisites 

3(3-0) 

PhY 352 Introduction to Quantum Mechanics 3(3-0) 
Phy 360 Applied Physics 3(2-3) . 

C. Change in description, prerequisites, and credit hours 

Phy 341 Seminar in Physics . . 1(1-0) 
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3. The requirements for the BA programs in Physics be changed to read {the 
changes are underlined): 

34 semester hours in physics (Phy 121, 122, 223, 224, 352, 362, 
363, 364 or 360, and 11-12 additional semester hours); a one-year 

laboratory science course in another natural science discipline; and 
18 semester hours in mathematics and/or computer science which must 
include Mat. 221, 222, 223, and 326. 

4. 3-2 Engineering program with University of Buffalo 

Students completing this five year program receive a B.A. degree 
(in physics) from Geneseo and a B.S . in Engineering degree from the State 
University of New York at Buffalo. Students pursuing this program must 
satisfy the college wide requirements for the four year program leading 
to the Bachelor of Arts degree. Some courses taken at the University 
of Buffalo are used to satisfy some of these requirements. 

Specific requirements for the 3-2 program are: 

34 semester hours in PhYsics {Phy 121, 122, 223, 224, 311, 362, 
363, and at least 14 additional hours in Physics) . Students should 
consult with their academic advisor for appropriate physics electives 
as several engineering fields require certain physics courses be taken 
at Geneseo prior to going to Buffalo. With departmental approval up to 
8 hours of Engineering and Physics courses taken at the University of 
of Buffalo in the fourth and fifth years may be used toward the 34 
semester hours in Physics . 

18 semester hours in Mathematics and Computer Science (Mat 221, 
222, 223, 326, and 3 additional hours in Mathematics and/or Computer 
Science). 

8 semester hours in ·chemistry 113-114. 

·. Reber noted that these changes were a result in various policy changes made over the 
1st few years concerning the 3-year program, the 3-2 Engineering Program, and the 
1estion of transfer students. Mr. Belgard felt that the electives in Math and Computer 
:ience should be made more specific so that they would relate better to Physics, but 
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Mr. Reber said that many Physics majors eventually go into management, so there should be 
no restriction. Mr. Boger pointed out that the new program would add a required course to 
the Geophysics program. Mr. Reber said that the Physics Department was not aware of this, · 
but would consult with Dr. Brennan. Ms. Schumaker moved for the approval of the enttre 
program, and the motion carried. 

9. Revision of CBTE Secondary Education 

Ms. Schumaker stated that the Subcommittee questioned the restructuring of the credit 
hour distribution and the intent to try to bring the secondary program in line with the 
elementary program. Mr. Goedel questioned the need for so much emphasis in Affective I 
and II on the humanistic approach. He felt the behavioral aspect should be dealt wtth 
more. Ms. Shelly noted that the intent of the Affective components was not to deal wi~ 
the humanistic side of learning exclusively. The entire program is eel ectic. Ms. Skuldt 
stated that she felt the Affective modules were very important, as they helped give 
students a new and better perspective on teaching. Mr. Lougeay noted that in some cases 
courses, from various departments, listed as providing specific competencies were poorly 
chosen. Ms. Schumaker asked for a conment on the number of students enrolled and how this 
would dictate a need for combining the secondary and elementary sections. Ms. Shelly said 
that the sections must be kept separate because, although they are the same course, th~ 
are given different emphasis according to Secondary or Elementary Education enrollments. 
She added that these revisions were in accordance with feedback from the students, Ms. 
Schumaker noted that a major problem for the committee is that the CBTE program must 
undergo constant review and that UAAC rarely sees concrete data i ndi eating what revisions 
must be made. Ms. Shelly said that data is available, and Ms. Schumaker then moved to 
accept the program revision, noting that this data will be forthcoming to UAAC. She 
stressed the need for constant feedback and Mr. LaGattuta supported this. Ms. Schumaker 
then brought up the question of the prerequisite for the Internship section {Edu 340). 
After some discussion, it was agreed that it should be required that the student be a. 
senior sho has completed Core II, as well as 2/3 of his major requirements with a min1mm 
2.0 GPA in his major. Ms. Schumaker cited a need for uniformity in the prerequisites, 
that being that the components of Core I are corequisites, that Core I is a prerequisite 
for Core II, and that the components of Core II are corequisites. She then formally 
moved to accept the revised CBTE Secondary Education Program as proposed with the stfpu· 
lations in prerequisites and corequisites. The motion carried. 

B. Policy 

1. Revision of Academic Standards Review - Mr. Lougeay moved approval of the 
follow1 ng: 

1. First-semester freshmen shall be reviewed for academic performance at the 
end of their first semester and shall be informed as to their achievement 
of the r~qufred grade-point average stipulated on pages 51, 53 of the 
Bulletin of Undergraduate Studies 1976-1978. 

First-semester freshmen, however, whose grade-point average results in a 
suspens10i1 status shall be given a one-semester waiver of the academic 
standards policies which could result in their separation from the 
institution. · Students whose GPA results in a dismissal status shall not 
be eligible for the waiver. 

2. At the end of this second semester at the institution, students shall be 
be · ~equired· to achieve the· stipulated ·grade-point average for that· 

.. . . semester: : ·failure to achieve the stipulated grade-point average shall 
· ... ·. · result in · either their suspension or dismissal fran the institution, 

·.·.:,: ... whfcheve~·· is · approprfate •. ~.· ' ·· ~·; ~ :.: -:: :· ·:: ·.:--·:,· . · .. :.. · 
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3. The postponement of the implementation of the academic suspension 
policies shall be for an experimental period of three academic 
years, effective with the entering freshman class of Fall 1977 
(1 September 1977 - 30 May 1980). · 

4. in Spring Term, 1980, this experimental arrangement will be 
reviewed by a committee of the Faculty Senate. 

Ms. Schumaker noted that this still requires the Frestwnan students to maintain a 1.0 GPA 
fn order not to be dismissed, but that they now have one year to "prove themselves" 
fnstead of one semester. She felt that they should not be allowed to take Incompletes, 
and that this matter should be dealt with in the Fall. The motion to approve the policy 
was accepted. . 

VI. Chairman Watt extended "more· than the usual" thanks to the corrmfttee for all the 
work they've done this year, and commended them for their perseverance. The meeting 
was adjourned at 6:35 p.m. · 

Margaret A. Straub 

Secret~ry 

FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
. APRIL 19, 1977 

Members present were: J. Allan, W. Cotton, F. Gillen, D. Innis, D. Meisel, J. Meyer, 
J. Neese, A. Shank, C. Thompson, M. Yessenow. 

I. Minutes of last meeting accepted after explanation as to why cafeteria was not 
printed in Faculty Senate. 

II. There was a discussion of the creation of the remedial English courses and the 
change from Eng 001 to LSC courses. The Faculty Affairs Committee was given background 
information about this change. The English Department, Dr. Colahan, and the Faculty 
Affairs CoiTITiittee agree that such courses are needed. · . 

III. There was a discussion of the machinery for approving and evaluating Sabbatical and 
Administrative Leaves . The following information was elicited. 

1. President MacVittie reviews all sabbatical reports. 

2. A copy of each sabbatical report is placed in each person ' s open personnel file. 

After further discussion the committee passed the following resolution for presentation to 
and action by Faculty Senate. 

The following procedure should be used beginning in September 1977 for 1978-79 and 
subsequent Sabbatical and Administrative Leaves. 

RESOLUTION 

There shall be a Professional Leave Review Committee made up of one elected represen
tative from each of the following divisions of the college: Non-Teaching Professionals, 
Administrators, library, Library School, Health and Physical Education, Education, 
Fine Arts , Natural Sciences , Social Sciences and Humanities. This Committee will 
determine the details of developing appropriate forms as required in the following 
procedures. 
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The applicant shall 
' . . 

1. Submit an application form to a departmental review committee which will 
comment on the proposal in writing. The proposal and comments will be 
forwarded to 

2. The Professional Leave Review Committee which wfll review the proposal and 
comments and make their own written comments . All this material will be 
fon~arded to 

3. The Vice President for Academic Affairs for his action. 

At the completion of a Sabbatical or Administrative Leave a Final Report 
shall be written which shall 

4. Be submitted to the departmental review committee for written comment. The 
Final Report and Comments will be forwarded to · 

5. The Professional Leave Review Committee for its written comments . All this 
material will be forwarded to 

6. The Vice President for Academic Affairs. 

7. When future Sabbaticals are applied for all this material shall be considered . 

The Faculty Chairman will see that this policy is carried out. There should 
be uniform procedures which do .not contradict either established local policies 
or UUP sabbatical policies. 

IV. Student evaluation of courses. 

There was discuss ion of the CAFETERIA system. It was pointed out that there is a ' 
di fference between the letter signed by Professor Innis and Mr. McNally and the cover 
letter accompanying the proposed CAFETERIA system, viz., the Course-Instructor Evaluation' 
Cotm1ittee has mandated the CAFETERIA system and eliminated the old CIE form or .. a 
standard form with items generally similar to the ones currently used. 11 The Faculty 
Affairs Committee did not recommend exclusive use of the new CAFETERIA, but rather that 
the faculty be given a-choice of forms to use. 

The Committee adopted the following resolution : 

RESOLUTION • In the absence of quantitative documentation showing that the CIE a~l 
or The CAFETERIA are valid methods of measuring teaching effectiveness, the Facul~ 
Affairs Committee believes that no claim should be made that either evaluation fom 
measures teaching effectiveness. 

WE, THEREFORE, recommend that the Faculty Senate adopt this resolution. 

' ' - t• • . ! . 

Respectfully submitted, 

Charles F. Thompson 
1! •' 

• • .- . ... ~~-, , • •• ·." ~ ~: t' . ~· c ~.~·: :: ·-. ~1~., ~fl: ...' ~ ··: · ~ ·~ .~ -~ . ~: 
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' - ' \ . . I '' , 1,. • • • • I · - J • • ~ ' ,.... ~ .... 1 " ., .. \ ~ .~ · .. · ').. ~ ') ' i, .:.. • • ' :. ·: • ..' • ' ; I f f • .' . . ·.·• ,, · .. :t:! .. ;~.·· ~ ;~t~ ,'·'·.:· .':. :"'- 4 • •-' " J-: ~: l '• •-'·• ...: "' · .. 1 ,, t. 
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STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
APRIL 19, 1977 

The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Duffy at 4:05 p.m. Members present: 
k. Duffy, M. Banac, J. Bushnell, B. Gohlman, P. Gorczycki, H. Hallahan, B. McDonald, 
V. Rabe, S. Roark-Calnek, P. Schaeffer, J. Willey, C. Witzel, D. Young. 

Reports: 1. FSU has appointed a student to SASU to deal with statewide organization 
of Student Unions. 2. Students elected to 1977-78 Student Affairs Committee: 
J. Gfglia, B. Robertson, R. Krenzer, P. Gorczycki, and M. Banac. 

Chairperson Duffy announced that the constitutional amendment sponsored by the Student 
Affairs Committee had failed to gain faculty approval in the recent election. 

The Committee expressed concern that the new CIE forms have been adopted for the Fall 
Semester without having been presented to or discussed by the Student Affairs Commtitee. 
This matter ~ill be raised at the next Faculty Senate meeting. 

The rest of the meeting was devoted to a discussion of items that should be recommended 
to next year's Committee for consideration and possible action. These recommendations, 

· listed below, will be included in the Chairperson's report to the Chairperson of next 
year's Committee: 

1. Discussion of the new CIE fonns, 
2. Committee input to the Task Forces dealing with problems of admission 

and retention of students, 
3. Student membership on Faculty Executive Committee, Professional Standards 

and Ethics Committee, and other relevant committees, 
4. Election of a student to be Vice-Chairperson of the Student Affairs Committee, 
5. Greater student membership in the Faculty Senate, . 
6. Study off-campus housing conditions and housing.contracts w1th the College, 
7. Investigate the possibility of student offices 1n the Doty Building, 
8. Do a follow-up study of the position of student representatives to 

Departments, 
9. Provide input to the College as it prepares to comply with the new HEW . 

guidelines governing the rights of the .handicapped. 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 4:50 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Bill Gohlman, Secretary pro tern 
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MEETING #6 
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The meeting was called to order at 4 :00 p.m. by Chairman Strang. Present were 
committee members, E. Fox, R. Hoppe, J. Meyer, J. Mills, G. Palmer and N. Schafler. 

Chai~an•s Report - Chairman Strang reported that he had received a memo from one of 
the members of the budget committee requesting that a meeting be called to discuss the 
charge and functions of the committee. The meeting of April 19, 1977 was called in 
response to the request. Mr. Strang summarized the activities of the Budget Committee 
for the year 1976-77. He also suggested possible activities for the committee for the 
year 1977-78 including in-depth analysis of specific budgetary matters and a change of 
focus to deal with budgetary matters that are· internal to the college. 

The following motion was made and seconded - We recommend that the Executive 
Committee of the Faculty Senate suspend the Budget Committee effective immediately 
(i.e., place no new members on the committee and reassign the present members to other 
committees.} 

In the discussion that followed, the following points were made: 

1. It was felt that the time of the senators on the Budget Committee would be 
better spent on other more active committees. 

2. It was mentioned that the committee was intended to serve a 11Watch-dog .. function 
and, therefore, at times had very little to do. 

3. To clarify the intent of a suspension as opposed to abolishment of the committee, 
it was stated that in the future if there were a need of this committee it could be 
quickly 11 brought out of moth-ball s11 by the Executive Committee. 

4. It was pointed out that a function of the budget committee is to provide a channel 
of communication between college officers and the faculty. During the year 1976-77 the , 
officers of the college have been so effective in disseminating information to the ! 
faculty that actions by the Budget Committee would have been redundant. No items or 
questions were received by the Budget Committee from faculty members during the same 
period of time. 

The motion was carried by a vote of 8 to 2 and the Chai nnan agreed to i nfonn the Executive 
Committee. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m. 
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REVISION OF UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM IN PHYSICS 

An undergraduate physics committee, comprised of three staff members and one senior 
1 physics major, has been evaluating the existing undergraduate physics and 3-2 physics

engineering programs. Following the reconmendations of this committee the Physics 
Department voted unanimous 1y to propose the fo 11 owing revisions in its undergraduate 
programs. 

1. The following new course be added: 

Pny 224 - Analytical Physics IV 3(3-0) 

2. The fo 11 owing courses be changed: 

A. Change in prerequisites only 

Pny 311 -Advanced Mechanics I 3(3-0) 
Phy 321 - Atomic and Nuclear Physics 3(3-0) 
Phy 331 - Intermediate Electricity and Magnetism 3{3-0) 
Phy 344 - Statistical Physics 3(3-0) 

B. Change in catalogue description and prerequisites 

Phy 352 - Introduction to Quantum Mechanics 3(3-0) 
Phy 360 - Applied Physics 3{2-3) 

C. Change in description, prerequisites, and credit hours 

Phy J41 - Seminar in Physics 1(1-0) 

3. The requirements for the BA programs in Physics be changed to read (the changes 
are underlined): 

34 semester hours in physics (phy 121, 122, 223, 224, 352, 362, 363, 364 . 
or 360, and 11-12 additional semester hours); a one-year laboratory science 
course in another natural science discipline; and 18 semester hours in mathe
matics and/or computer science which must include Mat 221, 222, 223, and 326. 

4. 3-2 Engineering Program with University of Buffalo 

Students completing this five-year program receive a B.A. degree (in Physics) 
from Geneseo and a B.S. in Engineering degree from the State University of New 
York at Buffalo. Students pursuing this program must satisfy the college wide 
requirements for the four year program leading to the B.A. degree. Some courses 
taken at the University of Buffalo are used to satisfy some of these requirements. 

Specific requirements for the 3-2 program are: 

34 semester hours in Physics {phy 121, 122, 223, 224, 311, 362, 363, and at 
least 14 additional hours in Physics). Student should consult with their 
academic advisor for appropriate physics electives as several engineering fields 
require certain physics courses be taken at Geneseo prior to going to Buffalo. 
With departmental approval up to 8 hours of Engineering and Physics courses taken 
at the University of Buffalo in the fourth and f1fth years may be used toward the 
34 semester hours in Physics. . 

18 semester hours in Mathematics and Computer Science (Mat 221 222, 223, 326, 
and 3 additional hours in Mathematics and/or Computer Science). ' 

8 semester hours in Chemistry 113-114. 
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Note: The following is intended, not as an all-inclusive description of the 
program proposal, but rather as a means to identify major components 
of the program.) 

1. Basic Infonmation Regarding the Program Proposal 

A. Degree to be offered: M.S.Ed. (33-34 credit hour program) 
B. Certification: 7-12 (Secondary Education) in one of the following 

academic specializations : Biology, Chemistry, Physics (with 
General Science); English; Foreign Language {French, ·spanish); 
Mathematics; Social Studies 

C. Credit hour equivalencies 
12 hrs. - Academic specialization 

9-10 hrs. - Education Division 
3 hrs. - Interdepartmental Seminar 
9 hrs. - Electives from arts. sciences, and/or education 

II. Overall Assumptions on which Program Proposal is Based 

A. Built upon CBTE undergraduate program base and/or provisional cer
tification of program candidate or demonstrated equivalent compe
tencies 

B. Performance-based. field-centered, cooperative relations with pub
lic schools 

C. Flexible, individualized program to meet strengths and needs of 
program candidate 

III. Entrance Requirements 

A. Baccalaureate degree · 
B. Provisional certification 
C. Potential for success at graduate level 
D. letters of recommendation 
E. Assessment inventory 
F. Admission to graduate study requirements of SUNY 
G. Academic specialization department requirements 

IV . Qualifying Statement for Program 

A. Candidate 

1. identi fy signifi cant professi onal needs 
2. extend special abilities 

·3. develop independent and original scholarship 
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IV. Qualifying Statement for Program (continued) 

B. Program 

1. 

2. 
3. 

provide theoretical bases complemented by practical application 
of skills and concept understandings 
be performance-based and field-centered 
provide for a professional team comprised of college and public 
school personnel cooperatively managing and assessing students 
and on-going program 

V. Program Components 

A. Core of common learnings · 

Premised on undergraduate CBTE program base 
Common strands integral to any or all of seven.areas of academic 

specialization 
Perceived to be interwoven with modules within areas of academic 

specialization as applicable and appropriate 
Experiences personalized, learner-centered, and generally field

based 

1. Curriculum/Instruction 
2. Principles of Teaching/Learning 
3. Professional Management 
4. Reading in Content Areas (optional under advisement) 
5. Interdepartmental Seminar 

B. Academic Specializations 

1. Biology 

Emphasis is upon: (1) greater research skills; (2) greater 
concentration in the academic specialization of Biology, and 
(3) greater ability to integrate academic disciplinary tools 
and methodologies 

a. Ecology: principles of Ecology; Ecosystem organization; 
extended areas of Ecology 

b. Genetics or Evolution: reproduction and development; 
transmission of traits from generation to generation; 
evolution and diversity 

c. Cell Biology/Physiology: study of life; maintenance in 
animals; maintenance in plants; reproduction and develop
ment 

2 . Chemi s try 

Emphasis is upon: (1) greater research skills; {2) greater 
concentration in the academic specialization of Chemistry; 
and (3) greater ability to integrate academic disciplinary 
tools and methodologies 
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V. Program Components (conti.nued) 

B. Academic Specializations (continued) 

3. English 

Emphasis is upon: (1) greater research skills; (2) greater con· 
centration in the academic specialization of English; and (3} 
greater ability to integrate academic disciplinary tools and 
methodologies 

a. literary genres: classification and -analysis 
b. language 
c. British & American literature; periods and major figures 
d. Expository prose 
e. Teaching English: options 
f. Research: analysis and application 

4. French/Spanish 

Emphasis is upon: (l) greater research skills; (2) greater con
centration in the academic specialization of French/Spanish; .and 
(3) greater ability to integrate academic disciplinary tools and 
methodologies 

a. Professional pedagogical competencies 
b. Foreign language competencies 

5. Mathematics 

Emphasis is upon: (1} greater research skills; (2) greater con
centration in the academic specialization of Mathematics; and . 
(3) greater ability to integrate academic disciplinary tools 
and methodologies 

a. Mathematical theory 
b. Mathematical concepts 
c. Mathematical syllabi, strategies, issues 

6. Physks 

Emphasis is upon: (1) greater research skills; (2) greater con
centration in the academic specialization of Physics; and {3) 
greater ability to integrate academic disciplinary tools and 
methodologies 

a. Professional pedagogical competencies 
b. Physics laboratory and research 
c. Physical theory 
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V. Program Components (continued) 

B. Academic Specializations {continued) 

7. Social Studies 

Emphasis is upon: {1) greater research skills; (2) greater con
centration in the academic specialization of Social Studies; and 
(3) greater ability to integrate academic disciplinary tools and 
methodologies 

a. Research and bibliographic techniques 
b. Area studies 
c. Interdepartmental seminar 

VI. Student Guidance 

Two advisors (academic specialization (education} to provide advice-aM---· 
-'Dnseflt' to individual's program plans 

Three phases to data-collection process 

A. Pre-assessment 
B. Integrated skills assessment 
C. Final assessment prior to certification 

VII. Assessment and Management Procedures 

A. Two dimensions of evaluation 

1. Fonmative aspects 
2. Summative aspects 

B. Three purposes served 

1. Performance assessment 
2. Determination of teacher competencies 
3. Advisement 

C. Design areas posed 

1. Pupil growth 
2. Evaluation of instructional components 
3. Relationships between instructional modules 
4. Pre-assessment as tool for placement and prediction 
5. Effect of involvement in CBTE program 

VIII. Involvement 

A. Academic specialization faculty 
B. Education Division faculty 
C. Public school personnel: Bloomfield, Canandaigua, Dansville, 

Geneseo, Pittsford, Rush-Henrietta, Wayne 
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NOTES ON GUIDANCE SYSTEM 

1. Advisement and consent re. individual's program plans provided by a rep
resentative of the academic specialization department and a representa
tiye of the education division. 

2~ Advisement format to be determined by specialization areas. Individual, 
committees, etc. (cf. Early Childhood) 

3. Common learning modules . to be selected at the discretion of advisor and 
student and depend on pre-assessment and content of specialization mod-
ules. · 

4. Interim assessment reflects progress in common learnings and in specia1-
·1zatfon area. 

5. Contact points specified are minimal. They should be frequent enough to 
provide student with feedback and professional identification and growth. 

6. Student progress files should be open to faculty and student. 

7. Acceptance is based upon college division, and specialization require-
ments. . 

8. Culminating experience may take many fonms. Those given are examples. 

9. Size of the boxes and forms does not indicate relative importance of 
event in student program. 
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REVISED PROGRAM 

CATEGORY A. General Background 

1. Program Degree: Master of Arts in Biology 
. . 

2. Area of Permanent or Provisional Certification: · Not Applicable 

3. General Description: 

The Biology Department proposes to revise its present Master of Arts in 
Biology to include both thesis and non-thesis options. Programs in cellular/ 
molecular, organismal, and environmental/ecological biology would include 
course offerings in ecology, genetics, cell biology, physiology, botany, and 
zoology. Requirements would be flexible and each student would work closely 
with a faculty adviser in developing his/her academic and research programs. 

CATEGORY B. Student Body 

(The Biology Department requests Administration to supply this information) 

CATEGORY C. Faculty · 

This is a revision of a master's degree requiring no change and/or addition 
to faculty. 

CATEGORY D. Curriculum 

1. Outline of Program Requirements 

Departmental Admission Requirements: 

In addition to meeting SUNY Geneseo Graduate School requirements, 
applicants are expected to present a minimum undergraduate biology 
major with associated math-science courses . Desirable preparation 
would include course work in genetics, ecology, physiology or cell 
biology, organic chemistry, mathematics (statistics and/or calculus), 
and one year of physics and/or geological sciences. Biochemistry 
is reconmended. 

Curricular Requirements: 

The diversity of areas potentially available under the broad 
heading of biology precludes any attempt to require specific 
courses. It is the belief of the Department that programs should 
be constructed under the guidance of the candidate•s adviser to 
meet his specific needs and may be based upon his particular back
ground. Requirements for a majoring student usually entail: 

1. Completion of a minimum of 32 credit hours, including a con
centration in one of the following areas (a) cellular/ 
molecular biology, (b) organfsmal biology, {c) environmental/ 
ecological biology; a minimum of one course in each of the 
other two areas listed above; and 2 credits in seminar in 
biological sciences . 
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2. Completion of one of the following options: 

Option A 

26 biology graduate course credits including: a con
centration 1n one of the following areas: (a) cellular/ 
molecular biology, (b) organfsmal biology, (c) environ
mental/ecological biology; a minimum of one course in each 
of the other two areas listed above; 2 credits in seminar 
in biological sciences; and a maximum of 6 credits fn 
graduate thesis; plus successful oral defense of the thesis 
and comprehensive examination in the area of concentration. 

Option B 

26 biology graduate course credits including: a con
centration in one of the following areas: (a) cellular/ 
molecular biology, (b) organismal biology, (c) environ
mental/ecological biology; a minimum of one course in each 
of the other two areas listed above; 2 credits in seminar 
in biological sciences; and successful completion of a 
written comprehensive examination in the area of concentra
tion. 

3. Demonstration of a sk111 such as: reading knowledge at the 
fntennediate level of a foreign language; or ability to 
translate (with a dictionary) the pertinent literature in 
his field of concentration; or computer science; or advanced 
courses fn mathematics. 

2. Course Descriptions - See Graduate Bulletin and Supplement 

3. Suggested Student Programs 

Option A 

Concentration Courses 
Two courses in other areas 
Two courses fn Seminar 
Thesis research 
Elective courses selected by advisement 

Option B 

Concentration Courses 
Two courses in other areas 
Two courses in Seminar 
Elective courses selected by advisement 

12 credits 
6-8 credfts 

2 credits 
6 credits 

4-6 credits 
32 credits 

15-18 credits 
6-8 credits 

2 credits 
4-9 credits 
32 crecli ts 
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CATEGORY E. Supporting Services 

Library • This is a revision requiring no additional library 
support. 

Laboratory & Field Work - This fs a revision requiring no 
change in present facilities. 

Guidance of Students: 

Formal Screening Devices - follow present SUNY Geneseo 
Graduate School procedures plus review by the 
Biology Department Graduate Student Committee 
{presently composed of all full professors in 
the Department. 

Continuation in the program is dependent on maintaining 
acceptable GPA as per SUNY Graduate School 
requirements. 
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IJAAC - NEW AND REVISED COURSES -
esc 251 Advanced Business Programming - This course will present advanced 

t~hniques in computer programming for business information systems. The major emphasis 
wfll be on the acquisition of technical skill in COBOL prograrrrning through frequent 
project assignments. Topics will include algorithm development, programming efficiency, 
data structure, file organization and manipulation, table and matrix operations, sub
routines, segmentation, and report generation. Prerequisite: CSc 151 or permission of 
ln~tructor. 3(3-0) 

Int 379 Literacy Volunteers Reading Workshop·- History and organization of 
Literacy Volunteers of America; problem and scope of illiteracy among adults; techniques 
of teaching basic reading and writing; sensitivity to the envirorment of the functional 
illiterate; positive reinforcement; instructional materials; supportive agencies for 
referral; practical experience in tutoring. Conference, area meetings and inservice 
training are held in new materials and new techniques. Thirty-six contact hours with a 
tutee are required as the evaluative component of the tutorial experience. Course graded 
on S-U basis. Prerequisites: Junior or Senior status, plus permission of instructor. 
3(1-4) 

Int 3-- British Drama 1590-1660: Relation of Text and Performance - An interdisci
plinary study of British Drama 1590-1660, exclusive of Shakespeare, focusing on the 
relation between the text and performance. Dramatists studied will include Marlowe, Dekker, 
Jonson, Middleton, and Webster. The course will also explore participatory approaches to 
teaching dramatic literature. The optional studio will give intensive study to the oral 
interpretation of plays studied in the lecture section. Prerequisites: for the lecture 
section,students should have at least one 200-level English course; for studio section, 
Drama 110. Students enrolled in the studio must enroll in the lecture; students enrolled 
in the lecture may elect to enroll in the studio. With studio 4(3-2); without studio 
3(3-0). Int 3-- can be used to satisfy the English major requirement of a course in 
British Literature before 1785 and the Drama-English major requirement of English 320. 
Students enrolling in Int 3-- cannot also take Eng 320 for credit. 

Eng 250 Literature and Sports - The course 1s a study of the ancient principle of 
sound mind in sound body. Readings will be selected to illustrate the nature of different 
sports and the effect upon participants and spectators in different times and cultures. 
3(3-0) 

Ast 105 Topical Astronomy - The lecture material of Ast 100 will be supplemented 
In depth in a recitative setting by considering selected topics of current astronomical 
1n)terest. 3(3-0) /~: 1) A student cannot receive credit for both Ast 100 and Ast 105. 
2 Ast 105 does not satisfy the core science requirements.J 

Spa 388 Exp/Contemporary Latin American Theatre - A study of representative con
temporary plays of Latin America. Prerequisite: 302 and/or consent of instructor. 3(3-0} 

Phy 224 Analytical Physics IV - A development of concepts and analytical techniques 
common to many areas of physics. To include such topics as dimensional analysis, vector 
and scalar fields, approximations, Fourier and Laplace transfonms, use of complex numbers 
phasors, etc. Prerequisite: Phy 223 and Mat 223 or permission of department. 3(3-0) ' 

Phy 311 Advanced Mechnaics I - The dynamics of a particle subject to various t es 
o~ forc~s; forced and damped harmonic oscillations; conservative forces; vector algebr~~ 
k1nemat1cs in m~re.than one dimension; multiple-particle system. Prerequisites: Phy 122 

I 

Mat 222 or perm1ss1on of department. CHANGED TO Phy 224, Mat 22 or permission of depart ' 
ment. 3{3-0) -
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Ast 112 Astronomy II - A continuation of Ast 111. The astronomical universe 
.beyond the solar system, with special emphasis on cosmology and theories of stellar 
systems, environments, and evolution. (Field trips and laboratory sessions may be 
·scheduled outside normal class hours.) Prerequisite: Ast 111 or permission of 
department. CHANGED TO The astronomical universe beyond the solar system, with special 
emphasis on cosmology and theories of stellar systems, environments, and evolution. 
Field Trips and laboratory sessions may be scheduled outside normal class hours.) Pre
requisite: Ast 100 or Ast 105 or permission of department. 3(2-2) 

PhY 321 Atomic and Nuclear Physics - Elementary aspects of quantum physics; appli
cation of relativity and quantum physics to the interaction of actions. Prerequisites: 
Phy 223, Mat 223 or permission of department. CHANG£0 TO Phy 224, Mat 223 or permission 
of department. 3(3-0) 

Phy 331 Intermediate Electricity and Magnetism - Electrostatic fields ln vacuum l 
and in matter; magnetic fields of steady currents; induced electric fields; magnetic I 
materials; maxwell's equations; electromagnetic field of moving charge. Prerequisites: 
Phy 223, Mat 326 or permission of department. CHANGED TO Phy 224, Mat 326 or permission 
of department. 3{3-0) • 

. Phy 344 Statistical PhYsics - An introduction to statistical physics; the 
connection between the physics of single particles and the bulk behavior of materials. 
Includes the quantitative study of entropy, internal energy, heat, temperature, and the 
development of the laws of thermodynamics . Prerequisites: Phy 223, Mat 223 or permission 
of department. CHANGED TO Phy 224, Mat 223 or permission of department. 3(3-0) 

Phy 352 Introduction to Quantum Mechanics - Experiments leading to the development 
of quantum mechanics are discussed. Postulates of quantum mechanics are presented and 
applied to simple potentials. Emphasis is placed on the use of the computer to solve these ~ 
problems numerically. Prerequisites: Phy 305, Mat 326 or permission of department. l 
CHANGED TO An introductory course in the theory of non-relativistic quantum mechanics 
1n 1ts currently accepted form. Experiments resulting in the mathematical formulation of 1 

quantum theory are discussed. Hilbert space vectors, operator algebra and the postulates j 
of quantum mechanics lead to proofs of the Compatability Theorem and the Uncertainty 
Principle. The status of a particle as determined by Schrodinger's Equation are studied · 
in several situations. Prerequisites: Phy 224, Mat 326 or permission of department. 
3(3-0) 

Phy 360 Applied Physics - Selected topics for physics teachers, development of 
demonstrations and laboratory experiments suitable for physics instruction, modification 
and maintenance of physics laboratory equipment. Prerequisite: Phy 223 or permission of 
department. CHANGED TO Selected topics for physics teachers, development of demonstra
tions and laboratory experiments suitable for physics instruction, modification and 
maintenance of phYsics laboratory equipment. This course is open only to students who are 
officially enrolled in the seondary physics program. Prerequisites: Phy 224 or permission, 
of department. 3(2-3) ' 

Phy 341 Seminar in Physics - Discussions on selected articles from current physics 
periodicals. Topics are on present-day physics activities, application of physics to 
related fields of science, and teaching approaches to physics concepts. (Includes trips 
to neighboring universities to observe research and to attend lectures by distinguished 
scientists.) Prerequisites: Phy 223, Mat 223 or permission of department. CHANGED TO 
Presentations will be made by the students enrolled in the course, faculty members and 
invited guests . Each student will be expected to attend each scheduled meeting and to 
make at least one oral presentation of a topic approved by the instructor. (May be 
repeated once for credit.) Prerequisites : Junior standing or permission of department. 
l( 1-0) 
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MINOR COURSE CHANGES AND DELETIONS 

Ast 100 Introductory Astronomy - (change in description): Note: 1) Intended 
for non-science majors. 2) A student cannot receive credit for both Ast 100 and Ast 111 
CHANGED TO Note: 1) Intended for non-science majors. 2) A student cannot receive 
credit for both Ast 100 and Ast 105. 

esc 161 Social Science Programming I · CHANGED TO CSc 161 Programming and Statis
tical Software 

esc 262 Social Science Programming II CHANGED TO CSc 262 Advanced Statistical 
Software. 

I 
j~ 

Ast 111 General Astronomy I - (deletion) 

- COURSE REVISIONS - Prerequisite Additions 

Edu 510 Psychol1nguist1c and Sociolinguistic Aspects of the Reading Process 3(3-0) 

Prerequisite: Provisional Certification or equivalent competence. 

Edu 511 Methods and Materials: Reading 3(3-0) 

Prerequisite: Provisional Certification or equivalent competence. 

Edu 512 Diagnosis and Evaluation: Reading 3(3-0) 

Prerequisite: Edu 510 and Edu 511 or equivalent competence. 

Edu 513 Meeting the Special Needs of Readers 3(3-0) CHANGED TO 1(1-4) 

Prerequisite: Edu 512 or equivalent (Edu 514 may be taken 
concurrently) 

Edu 514 Research in Reading 3(3-0) 

Prerequisite: Edu 513 or equivalent competence (Edu 513 may be 
taken concurrently). 

Edu 515 Action Research Project in Reading 3(3-0) 

Prerequisite: Edu 514 or equivalent competence. 
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The 1976-77 college financial report, compiled by· J. Nickerson, is available in 
the Faculty Senate office. 

A report from R. Freiburger. on the use of Instructional Resources facilities is 
available in the Faculty Senate office. 

Committee chairpersons Kere reminded that annual reports are due. 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 

UAAC - No report 

GAAC - No report 

STUDENT AFFAIRS - A report has been sent to President MacVittie re: the status of student 
vot1ng representatives in each department on campus • . The committee held a rather lengthy 
discussion concerning the reports on the use of a new CIE form in the fall . Questions 
centered around who made the decision and why were both students and faculty excluded 
from consultation on the decision? A list of potential : items .for consideration by next 
year's committee is printed on p. 300 • . 

FACULTY AFFAIRS - The committee also raised the question about the decision making process 
concerning the use of a new CIE instrument. Chairman Hatheway explained that the ad hoc 
committee composed of faculty, students and administrators chaired by Mr. McNally could, 
under an interpretation of the Faculty Senate action of last spring, choose the instrument 
for the remainder of the trial period. Precedent has been set in previous years and the 
committee in consultation with Chairman Hatheway felt that there had been ample opportunity 
for consultation. Several members of the Executive Committee expressed strong reservations 
about the appropriateness of some of the "core" questions. Mr. Hatheway will consult with 
Mr. McNally prior to the Faculty Senate meeting to determine the possibility of bringing 
the proposed instrument before the Senate in the fall. 

A new committee is being proposed to review sabbatical and professional leave appli
cations. There was some discussion about the manner in which such a committee would be 
selected. 

A resolution, printed on p. 292, emphasizes the lack of proof that either the existi~ 
CIE or the proposed Cafeteria form are valid methods of measuring teaching effectiveness. 

BUDGET - The committee recommends immediate suspension of this committee and the reassign
ment of the members to other Faculty Senate committees. The full discussio~ ~s printed 
on p. 301. This is a constitutional change and would require an amendmc .. v to the 
Constitution. 

UNIVERSITY SENATOR - The spring meeting will be held at Plattsburgh on April 29-30. 

OLD BUSINESS - The retirement reception will be held on May 8th from 2-4 p.m. There are 
s1x ret1rees including, D. Hanson,' E. White, W. Wright, R. Sinclair, C. Moon, and W. 
Peterson. · 

NEW BUSINESS - Chairman Hatheway m~~e two suggestions that might be taken up in the fall 
by the Faculty Senate. Computer Science, although it has a faculty of 4 and serves a 
great number of students, is an area that is not represented on the Senate. Ways to 
correct this oversight should be pursued. He also suggested that the Senate consider the 
possibility of cre~:ing the position of Immediate Past Chairman as an officer of the 
Senate and the Executiv~ ~ommittee, noting that the presence of such persons as committee 
chairmen had been of great assistance in past years. Such a position would lend 
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continuity to the Executive Committee. Both actions wpuld require constitutional amendment 
and should be presented fn the Fall. 

The meeting adjourned at 2 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted. 

Arch Reid, Secretary 

FACULTY SENATE 
APRIL 26 • 1977 

I Chairman Hatheway called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. The agenda was adopted with an 
amendment to postpone the discussion of the Core Revision Requirements under Mr. Watt's 
report until early fall. The minutes of 4.12. 77 meeting on pp. 276-278 were approved as 
printed. : 

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT . ' 

Mr. Hatheway reported on the results of the recent faculty elections, as printed on 
page 288. · 

Word has been received from the President that the elected Administrative Senators 
for 1977-78 are: Lee Bryant. William Caren, Isom Fearn, and Roger Smith. 

Mr. Hatheway reported that there had been discussion the Exectuve Committee about the 
proposed new CIE instrument. Faculty Senate approved the CIE program in the Spring of 
1976. It was Mr. Hatheway's interpretation of that policy that the CIE committee, chaired 
by Mr. McNally • had the authority to change the instrument without presenting the 
changes to the Senate. The CIE committee is composed of faculty and students - they sought 
input from all campus constituents starting in December, 1976. Only 14 faculty responded 
to the appeals for suggestions. On the basis of that input, the results of the 1977 
Faculty Affairs questionnaire. and a memo from Faculty Affairs supporting the "Cafeteria" 
system, the CIE committee felt that adequate consultation had taken place. Mr. Hatheway 
concurred and infonmed Mr. McNally that it would not be necessary to present the proposed 
instrument to the Senate. Following discussion with the Executive Committee, Mr. Hatheway 
asked Mr. McNally if he would be willing to submit the proposed change to the Senate and 
he agreed to do so. Therefore, the "Cafeteria" system will be discussed in the Senate : 
next Fall. 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 

UAAC - Mr. Watt 

Mr. Watt moved for 2nd Reading, New Course, Int 2-- Career Planning 3(3-0), 
seconded. Discussion ensued on the need for such a course, the academic merits 
of such a course, and the possible overlap with existing courses. The course was 

·· .. t .. ;: ' ' 'j·,~. i : .. ~. , ··-: r:·· t~t\ t : .. , ... ~ t 
• v • I '• , 1 •;o ·J ,• .,., I , t, '.. , :, • ,• · , • : '.' ~ '' • , •. • · 
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approved by hand vote - 29-22. Course prefix changed to Int 288 Exp. 

Mr. Watt moved for 1st Reading, Undergraduate Program Revision in Physics, 
p. 302, seconded and approved with the notation that the chemistry sequence should 
read 113-114-115. 

Mr. Watt moved for 1st Reading, CBTE SEcondary Education Revision, p. 286, 
seconded. Discussion ensued. Accepted for 1st Reading. 

UAAC moved for 1st Reading, Revision of Academic Standards Review Policy, p. 291, 
seconded with an editorial change to add 1 n No. 3. implementation of the 11 ex1sti ng" 
academic suspension poltcies. Motion was accepted. 

GAAC - Mr. Bailey 

· GAAC moved for 2nd Reading, New and Revised Course, Eng 490 Proseminar: 
Symbolism in Modern Poetry 3{3-0), seconded and approved. 

GAAC moved for 1st Reading, M.S. in Education, pp. 303-308, seconded with the 
following editorial changes (underlined): 

1) p. 303' 1 c 
9 hrs - Electives from arts, sciences, and/or education, chosen 
with the advice and consent of the departments 

2) P. 306 VI 
and consent is to be stricken from the statment. 

It was pointed out during discussion that it would be very difficult for a student 
who has not had teaching experience to enter the program. 

The program passed for 1st Reading. 

GAAC moved for 1st Reading, M.A. in Biology, pp. 309-311, seconded and 
approved. 

STUDENT AFFAIRS - Mrs. Duffy 

Mrs. Duffy referred to minutes of the April 19th Student Affairs Committee 
printed on page 300. 

She also stated that the Student Affairs Committee should be ir· ·i ted to 
consult with UAAC on the upcoming CIE proposals. 

FACULTY AFFAIRS - Mr. Innis 

Mr. Innis moved for 1st Reading, Resolution on Sabbatical and Professional 
Leaves, seconded. Discussion followed. It was pointed out that this should be a 
policy rather than a resolution. 

Implementation date will h~ made by the President. 

Numerous other suggestions were made and Hr. Innis agreed to rework and print 
the proposed policy. 

Mr. Bailey mov~d to remove the word 11 elected11 and add 11appo1nted11 in the second 
sentence of the r1rst paragraph, seconded and approved. 
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The main motion was accepted with the understanding that revisions pursuant 
to the discussion would be made before the next meeting. 

Mr. Innis moved Resolution on Revised CIE Form, seconded. Discussed followed 
with an amendment which substitutes Faculty Senate for Faculty Affairs Committee 
made, seconded and passed. 

Questions were raised as to the purpose of the resolution - Faculty Affairs 
stated that they know of no evidence that either instrument measures teaching 
effectiveness. 

The resolution was accepted as amended. 

BUDGET - Mr. Strang 

Mr. Strang referred to the minutes of the Budget Committee's last meeting, 
printed on page 301. 

UNIVERSITY SENATOR - Mr. Derby 

Mr. Derby announced that the Spring Meeting will be held in Plattsburgh this week. 
Names for suggestions as possible candidates for Chancellor should be submitted to Mr. 
Derby by Thursday noon. 

The meeting adjourned at 5:28 p.m. 
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The meeting began at 4:05. Members present were Chairman Bailey, P. Alley, R. Black, 
T. Browne, J. Deutsch, G. Gregory, D. Harke, M. Matlin, A. Reid, D. Thomas, and J. Vallee. 
Guests attending the meeting were N. LaGattuta and D. Manly. · 

The minutes of the meeting of April 5 were corrected with these changes: "Chairman 
Bailey announced that he had received from Mr. Nickon•s office an index of Faculty Senate 
actions (instead of) Faculty Senate Representatives and their committee assignments" and, 
under 2) Course and Pro ram Pro osals, 11 Mr. Deutsch asked if a student was expected to 
be familiar with stat1st1cs nstea of) Mr. Deutsch .•• familiar with the SPSS computer 
system ••• " 

A matter of procedure was presented to the committee by Chairman Bailey who voiced 
objection to so much of the material sent to the committee for its deliberations arriving 
either late or after such materials had been entered in the catalog of courses. Deutsch 
objected strongly to having to read and discuss materials and courses that seemingly had 
already gained approval through other channels. Reid responded by stating that the 
printing of a course did not necessarily mean a contractual obligation. Harke mentioned 
a course which had been printed, which had not gained departmental approval, and was 
consequently dropped. After Reid's suggestion that the matter might judiciously be 
recorded in the minutes, there was general concern that the timetable for presentation 
of materials to GAAC be improved so that the committee could discuss these materials 
and make its decisions more deliberately. Bailey asked that the matter be included in 
the minutes, and Reid suggested that the various responses of the members also be includ~. 
Deutsch understood that some courses, as Alley pointed out, might be formulated late in 
the semester, but not all • . The discussion closed with Harke's statement that he would 
try to remedy those parts of the situation within his province. 

Course and Program Proposals 

1) Proposal for the Master of Science in Education, Bailey assumed a motion to accept and 
second and asked for discussion. LaGattuta pointed to the fact that the proposal had 
resulted from the deliberations of a large cross-section of college and secondary school 
personnel working with a steering committee, and that the document had been subjected to 
extensive and careful scrutiny. Manly stated that there was virtually no change in the 
credit-hour structure in the new document. The new proposal is more field centered and 
reflects more input from the field in devising courses and programs of more pragmatic value 
to teachers. Alley felt that the program was an improvement since it was more solidly 
based on what the teacher actually experiences in the field. Reid asked for a clarificat1o 
of the possible problems arising if a student's several advisors did not. ~~ree, and asked 
that such clarification be spelled out i n the document. LaGattuta su~qested that a 
student would be free to choose his own direction in the eventual:cy of such disagreement. 
When Reid suggested that this going counter to the advisors• stipulations might mean the 
student's violation of the faculty's charge and re~ponsibility, LaGattuta stated that 
in such cases the student had recourse to the Dean of Students. Manly contended that the 
new proposal represented a clearer map for better advisement than had formerly existed. 
Manly agreed that the proper channel for the student in any case of difficulty would be 
the Dean of Students and pointed out that GAAr· ~ proposal could be incorporated in the 
document. Deutsch asked whether stu~~nts c~uld do as they liked if they remained within 
the limits of the guidelines; La Gattuta reponded affirmatively, but they could do so only 
within elective limits, not within the limits of the whole program. Reid and Deutsch 
suggested that students should stay within the limits of advisory stipulations with recours 
to the Dean of Gradu:.Le Studies in cases of difficulty. Manly stated th~ he would change! 
in appropriate piaces i n the document, the wording 11 electives under advisement .. to 11 elect1v 
under advisement and r.r1e consent of departments... The document, with the suggested changes 
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w~}~ be available in Dean LaGattuta's office, Dean Harke's office, and the Faculty senate 
od ce. Manly will make the appropriate pages available. The Master of Science in 
E ucation was approved and Manly thanked the committee for its suggestions . 

. ~ lh) Edu 579 Workshop in Teacher Education/Teaching Children Astronomy. Harke pointed out 
~ a

1
t the course description lists the wrong time for meetings; the correct schedule will 

me ude late afternoon and evening sessions. The course was approved •. 

3) Edu 510 and Edu 515. Harke pointed out that these courses in the graduate reading 
~equence have been approved, and LaGattuta indicated that the course descriptions now 
1ncorporate minor title and word changes as a result of long deliberation and discussion. 
The changes were approved. 

4) M.A. in Biology. Deutsch asked for the rationale in doing away with. a thesis for ful
filling requirements. Reid pointed to Option A of the Biology Program Revision (page 2) 
which indicates the necessity of a thesis and an oral examination. Under Option B the 
student would be given a comprehensive written examination. Matlin's question suggested 
that the thesis is still a requirement in Chemistry, Physics, and Psychology. Deutsch 
questioned the comparative difficulties of Option A and Option B, stating that the time 
span for the written exam was not indicated. Reid explained that the pressure for Option 
~came out of the strong suggestions of faculty members who felt that many students were 
competent in this discipline but were weak in research. Deutsch asked whether the depart
ment meant computer science or computer programming in its description. Reid indicated 
that this was a question of advisement since students working in·special areas might need 
to learn computer programming. Reid agreed to change the wording of Option A to indicate 

· both the completion of a thesis and a successful oral defense of the thesis. The M.A. 
in Biology Program Revision was passed. 

5) Bio 979 Workshop in Biology/Horticultural Methods I and II •. Harke ~ointed out that 
the market for this workshop was mostly in continuing education. Browne s question 
concerning the scheduling of these workshops was answered by Reid's statement that the 
time schedules would be up to the lecturers. The course was passed. 

6) Edu 579 Workshops. Harke pointed out that Bauer's course, Edu 579 A Workshop in 
Analysis, Learning and Teaching of Critical Thinking Skills, has been tabled until next 
year. Deutsch objected to the metric system being designated "Our Metric System" and 
suggested "The Metric System ... He also expressed surprise that there is no mention of 
the internationality of the metric system. Reid suggested the inclusion of a parameter of 
time in the course. The courses were passed contingent upon the suggested changes and 
release by Harke. · : . . 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:35 after committee members had excha~s~a thanks with 
their busy chairman. 

R~spectfu lly submitted, · · 

Dante Thomas, Acting Secretary 



CALL TO ORDER 

ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

FACULTY SENATE 
AGENDA 

HAY 3, 1977 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF THE 4.26.77 MEETING, PP. 317-319 

PRESIDENT MACVITTIE 

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 

UAAC - MR. WATT 

NEW AND REVISED COURSES, 2ND READING, PP. 312-313 

CSc 251 Advanced Business Programming 3(3-0) . 
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Int 379 Literacy Volunteers Reading Workshop 3(1-4) 
Int 3-- British Drama 1590-1660: Relation of Text and Performance 3(3-0) 
Eng 250 literature and Sports 3(3-0) 
Ast 105 Topical Astronomy 3(3-0) 
Spa 388 Exp/Contemporary Latin American Theatre 3(3-0) 
PhY 224 Analytical Physics IV 3(3-0) 
PhY 311 Advanced Mechanics I 3(3-0) 
Ast 112 Astronomy II 3(2-2) 
Phy 321 Atomic and Nuclear Physics 3(3-0) 
Phy 331 Intermediate Electricity and Magnetism 3(3-0) 
Phy 344 Statistical Physics 3(3-0) 
Phy 352 Introduction to Quantum Mechanics 3(3-0) 
Phy 360 Applied Physics 3(2-3) 
Phy 341 Seminar in Physics 1(1-0) 

{NOTE: The courses Phy 311 through Phy 341 are changes, as described 
on pp. 312-313.) 

MINOR COURSE CHANGES AND DELETIONS, 2ND READING, P. 314 

Ast 100 Introductory Astronomy 
CSc 161 Social Science Programming I 
CSc 162 Social Science Programming II 
Ast 111 General Astronomy I (deletion} 

PROGRAM REVISIONS, 2ND READING 

Undergraduate Program in Physics, p. 302 
CBTE Secondary Education, p. 286 

POLICY REVISION, 2ND READING 

Academic Standards Review Policy, p. 291 
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GAAC - MR . BAILEY 

NEW COURSE, 2ND READING, P. 325 

lnt 479 Literacy Volunteers Teacher Training/Tutorial Experience (1-4) 

PROGRAM REVISIONS, 2ND READING 

M.S. in Education, pp. 303-308 
M.A: in Biology, pp. 309-311 

COURSE REVISIONS, Prerequisite Additions, 2nd Reading, P. 314 

Edu 510 Psycho11nguistic and Sociolinguistic Aspects of the Reading Process 
3(3-0) . . 

Prerequisite: Provisional Certification or equivalent competence. 

Edu 511 Methods and Materials: Reading 3(3-0) 
Prerequisite: Provisional Certification or equivalent competence. 

Edu 512 Diagnosis and Evaluation: Reading 3(3-0) 
Prerequisite: Edu 510 and Edu 511 or equivalent competence. 

Edu 513 Meeting the Special Needs of Readers 3(1-4) 
Prerequisite: Edu 512 or equivalent (Edu 514 may be taken concurrently). 

Edu 514 Research in Reading 3(3-0) 
Prerequisite: Edu 513 or equivalent competence (Edu 513 may be 
taken concurrently). 

Edu 515 Action Research Project in Reading 3(3-0) 
Prerequisite: Edu 514 or equivalent competence. 

COURSE REVISIONS, 2nd Reading, P. 325-326 

Psy 509 Developmental Psychology 3(3-0) 
Psy 540 Learning Theory 3(3-0) 
Psy 545 Verbal Learning and Memory 3(3-0) 
Psy 555 Theories of Motivation 3(3-0) 
Psy 577 Clinical Psychology 3(3-0) 
Psy 580 Sensation and Perception 3(3-0) 
Psy 581 Physiological Psychology 3(2-2) 
Psy 584 Practicum in Psychological Testing 3(2-2) 
Psy 585 Practicum in Counseling 3(1-4) 

STUDENT AFFAIRS - MRS. DUFFY 

FACULTY AFFAIRS - MR. INNIS 

POLICY ON SABBATICAL AND AotHNISTRATIVI=: LEAVES, 2nd Reading 

There shall be two Prof~ssional Leave Review Committees, one for non
teaching faculty and the other for teaching faculty. The first will 
consist of one representative appointed by the Faculty Chairman from 
each of, · Non-Teaching Professionals, Administrators and Library 
faculty. Thf· second will consist of one representative appointed by 
the Faculty ~hairman from each of the following areas, - Library 
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School, Health and Physical Education, Education, Fine Arts, Natural 
Sciences, Social Sciences and Humanities. These committees will 
determine the details of developing appropriate forms as required 
in the following procedures. The present form for Faculty Research 
grants might serve as a guide. 

The applicant shall 

1. Submit an application form to a departmental review committee 
which will comment on the proposal in writing. The proposal 
and comments will be forwarded to 

2. The Professional Leave Review Committees which wi l l review 
the proposal and comments and make their own written comments. 
All this material will be forwarded to 

3. The appropriate Vice President for his action. 

At the completion of a Sabbatical or Administrative Leave a 
Final Report shall be written which shall 

4. Be submitted to the departmentai review committees for written 
comment. The Final Report and comments will be forwarded to 

5. The Professional Leave Review Committees for their written 
comments . All this material will be forwarded to 

6. The Vice President for Academic Affairs. 

7. When future Sabbaticals are applied for all this material shall 
be considered. 

The Faculty Chairman will see that this pol i cy is carri ed out . There should. 
be uniform procedures which do not contradict either established local polic1es 
or UUP sabbatical policies. 

BUDGET - MR. STRANG 

UNIVERSITY SENATOR - MR. DERBY 

OLD BUSINESS 

NEW BUSINESS 

ADJOURNMENT 
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~C - NEW COURSE 

Int 479 literacy Volunteers Teacher Training/Tutorial Experience - History and 
oryanization of literacy Volunteers of America; problem and scope of illiteracy among 
adults; techniques of teaching basic reading and writing; sensitivity to the environment 
of the functional illiterate; positive reinforcement; instructional materials; supportive 
agencies for referral; practical experience in tutoring. Conference, area meetings and 
inservice training are held in new materials and new techniques. 

Fifty contact hours with a tutee are required as the evaluative component of the tutorial 
experience. 

The credit distribution will be (1-4); 1 hour lecture and 4 hours lab experience. 

COURSE REVISIONS 

Psy 509 Developmental Psychology Sensori-motor cognitive, and motivational 
processes will be examined within the context of major developmental theories. Current 

· research trends will be reviewed, with particular emphasis on studies of the pre-natal 
environment, maternal deprivation, and innovations in education. Prerequisite: Psy 209. 
3(3-0) 

CHANGED TO 

Psy 509 Developmental Psychology - Sensori-motor, cognitive, perceptual, language 
and motivational processes will be examined within the context of major developmental 
theories. Current research trends will be reviewed, including topics such as pre-natal 
environment, maternal deprivation and innovations in education. Prerequisite: Psy 201. 
3(3-0) ' . 

Psy 540 learning Theory Study of the principles of learning with special 
emphasis on the experimental analysis of behavior modification. Analysis of contemporary 
learning theories fn terms of laboratory findings. Students will conduct individual 
research as part of the course requirements. Prerequisite: Psy 340. 3(2-2). 

CHANGED TO 

Psy 540 learning Theory Study of. the principles of learning with special 
emphasis on the experimental analysis of behavior modification. Analysis of contemporary 
learning theories in terms of laboratory findings. Prerequisite: Psy 340. 3(3-0) 

Psy 545 Human Memory 3(3-0) 

Psy 555 Theories of Motivation 

CHANGED TO Psy 545 Verbal Learning and Memory 

Prerequisite: Psy 361 3(3-0) 

CHANGED TO 

Psy 555 Theories of Motivation - Prer~~uisite: permission of instructor. 3(3-0) 

d1 
Psy 577 Clinical Psychology A study of the methods of clinical examination, 

agnosis, and treatment. Emphasis is on the techniques of clinical testing and 
Personality measurem2nt. Prerequisite: 9 semester hours in Psychology including Psy 
360. 3(3-0) 

CHANGED TO 
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Psy 577 Clinical Psychology An introductory survey of the field. Explores 
interview and testing procedures, prominent approaches to psychotherapy and salient 
research issues. Prerequisites: 9 semester hours in Psychology, including Psy 360. 
3(3-0) 

Psy 580 Sensation and Perception. Prerequisite: Psy 230. 3(2-2) 

CHANGED TO 

Psy 580 Sensation and Perception. No prerequisite. 3(3-0) 

Psy 581 Physiological Psychology - Survey of contemporary findings and problems 
in physio·logical psychology. Laboratory periods devoted to development of individual 
skills in surgical, stereo·taxic, electro-physiological, and histological technique. 
Prerequisite: Psy 330 or permission of instructor. 3(3-0) 

CHANGED TO 

Psy 581 Physiological Psychology Survey of contemporary findings and problems 
in physiological psychology. Laboratory periods devoted to development of individual 
skills in surgical, stereo-taxic, electrophysiological and histological technique. 
Prerequisite: permission of instructor. 3(2-2) . 

. : 
Psy 584 Practicum in Psychological Testing - · Designed to give practical experienc 

in administering, scoring, and interpreting major clinical and counseling diagnostic tests, 
including intelligence, personality, and interest tests. Major emphasis is on intelli
gence testing, with a lesser emphasis on other clinical instruments. (Enrollment 
restricted to M.A. candidates in Psychology.) Prerequisites: Psy 360, 370, and 577, or 
permission of instructor. 3(2-2) 

CHANGED TO 

Psy 584 Practicum in Psychological Testing Provides practical experience in 
the administration, scoring and interpretation of the tests commonly used in clinical 
assessment. Interest and aptitude tests are not considered. (Enrollment restricted to 
M.A. candidates in Psychology). Prerequisites: Psy 360, 370 and 577 or permission of the 
instructor. 3(2-2) 

Psy 585 Practicum in Counseling Designed to give supervised experience in 
counseling and psychotherapy. Objectives are to increase technfcdl competences necessary 
for effective therapy, sharpen perceptiveness and understanding of client behavior and 
attitudes, and increase effectiveness in communicating thoughts and feelings to others. 
(Enrollment restricted to M.A. candidates in Psychology.) Prerequisites: Psy 577 and 
584 and permission of instructor. 3(1-4) 

CHANGED_ TG 

Psy 585 Practicum in Counseling Provides supervised experience in counseling 
and psychotherapy. Individual contexts, rather than group approaches are emphasized. 
Designed to increase technical skills in clinical intervention. Prerequisites: Psy 577, 
584 and permission of instructor. 3(1-4) 


